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Biznet Supports People to Make Everything Come True
through Campaign #IniBaruInternetRumah

Jakarta, Indonesia, 5 April 2023 – In the digital era, where people have changes in activities and lifestyles that
cannot be separated from technology and the Internet. And now the role of technology, digital and the Internet
increasingly dominates society in carrying out various activities. To deal with all the changes, Biznet as an integrated
digital infrastructure company in Indonesia, also motivates the younger generation, their families, and all Indonesians
people to develop the potential to be more productive and creative while at home.

Therefore, Biznet already
has a wide selection of WiFi
Internet service packages
for people's needs, one of
which is Biznet Home
service for houses and
apartments, presenting the
#IniBaruInternetRumah
campaign. Through this
campaign, it is one of
Biznet’s seriousness to
support people for digital
activities, that starting from
home can also make
everything come true. And
seeing the younger
generation who currently
cannot be separated from
the Internet connection to

channel their hobbies such as creating video content uploaded to social media, playing games, opening an online
business, to streaming videos where these activities require good quality Internet technology
for uploading and downloading.

"Having a strong determination to support digital acceleration in Indonesia with WiFi Internet service, we continue to
improve our services by providing large bandwidth, symmetrical upload and download speeds, and wide coverage
area because now Biznet continues to expand from cities to areas and regencies throughout Indonesia. Through
#IniBaruInternetRumah campaign for the people of Indonesia, in particular, we hope to be a real part to generate
creative ideas to create mutual success," said Adi Kusma, President Director of Biznet.

To be able to adapt and follow the development of digital changes, which of course requires connectivity and the best
WiFi Internet service is the main capital that is able to make everything real. In line with the #IniBaruInternetRumah
campaign, which is oriented to inspire people with Biznet Home services. Providing large bandwidth,
symmetrical upload downloads, and no FUP (Fair Usage Policy) so that Biznet Home has an unlimited quota that
makes all digital activities smoother. This makes Biznet Home service the one-stop best solution for WiFi Internet
service for leading people.

Biznet Home is the best WiFi Internet service for houses and apartments with connection speed up to 250 Mbps
for download and upload. In addition, Biznet Home also provides various advantages that will provide Internet
experience at home. For Biznet Home service information, please visit biznethome.net.

Here are some of the advantages of Biznet Home services:
-        Large Bandwidth
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To meet the needs of today's digital activities, which are widely used to play games, move data or transfer
data quickly. Therefore, Biznet provides a large bandwidth capacity for Biznet Home services up to 250 Mbps.
With a large bandwidth capacity, it is expected to facilitate and help all customers to continue doing various
activities at home, so that they can stay productive and run smoothly.

 
-        Symmetric Download Upload

When using the Internet, you usually upload and download things such as uploading videos, files, online
meetings, streaming and downloading movies. This certainly requires an Internet network with great speed
and 1:1 symmetrical download uploads. Therefore, Biznet Home comes with symmetrical upload
and download speeds so that customers can experience upload speeds that are equal or balanced
with download speeds that make digital activities smoother.
 

-        Expansion Wide Coverage Area Indonesia
Gradually, Biznet continues to build network expansion from city to city throughout Indonesia. Not only in big
cities, but also in villages/ small cities so that Biznet Fiber network can be available in the area. Of course, the
Biznet Fiber network expansion process also aims to reduce the digital divide so that there is equal
distribution of Internet access in Indonesia.

"With #IniBaruInternetRumah campaign, we hope that more and more Indonesians will be able to enjoy the best WiFi
Internet service from Biznet Home at affordable prices and according to their needs. So that the Indonesian people
can be the leading people in supporting digital acceleration in Indonesia," Adi concluded.

---

About Biznet
Biznet is an integrated digital infrastructure company in Indonesia, providing Internet, Data Center, Cloud Computing
and IPTV services. We have a strong commitment to build modern infrastructure to reduce digital gap between
Indonesia and other developing countries. Biznet has been operating thousands of KM state of the art Fiber Optic
Network and the largest data center in Indonesia since 2000. For more information about the company, please visit
www.biznetnetworks.com.
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